The glass problem is notoriously hard and controversial. Even at the mean-field level, little is agreed about how a fluid turns sluggish while exhibiting but unremarkable structural changes. It is clear, however, that the process involves self-caging, which provides an order parameter for the transition. It is also broadly assumed that this cage should have a Gaussian shape in the mean-field limit. Here we show that this ansatz does not hold. By performing simulations as a function of spatial dimension d, we find the cage to keep a non-trivial form. Quantitative mean-field descriptions of the glass transition, such as mode-coupling theory, density functional theory, and replica theory, all miss this crucial element. Although the mean-field random first-order transition scenario of the glass transition is here qualitatively supported and non-mean-field corrections are found to remain small on decreasing d, reconsideration of its implementation is needed for it to result in a coherent description of experimental observations.
Introduction -If crystallization is avoided, slowly compressed (or supercooled) fluids eventually form a glass. They become non-ergodic when their structural relaxation timescale τ α (or inverse diffusivity 1/D) gets larger than the annealing time. A variety of competing descriptions propose to explain this seemingly straightforward process [1] , but existing experimental and numerical results do not allow to unambiguously discriminate between them. Yet consensus has recently emerged that a growing dynamical length scale is associated with the transition, which some have argued results in a critical phenomenon of a new kind [2] . Based on this development, it seems natural to rephrase the problem starting from a mean-field (MF) theory, in which correlations are neglected, and to add correlations progressively using renormalization group techniques. Unfortunately, even identifying what should be the MF microscopic phenomenology is fraught with contention. One of the common MF framework is the random first-order transition (RFOT) theory, which stems from the exact solution of a class of abstract spin glass models whose phenomenology is remarkably similar to that of structural glass formers [3, 4] . Inspired by this analogy, reasonable predictions have been obtained for realistic models [5] [6] [7] . Yet despite these advances, the foundations of the RFOT scenario are insufficiently robust for it to be widely accepted as the MF theory of glasses, leaving ample room for criticism and alternative formulations [1, 2, [8] [9] [10] .
Briefly, the RFOT scenario states that an unavoidable ergodicity breaking occurs at finite pressures and temperatures, whatever the annealing rate. In the MF approximation, which is assumed to hold when d → ∞, τ α diverges at a dynamical transition associated with selfcaging at which phase space breaks up into pure states. In finite dimensions, the growth of τ α at the dynamical transition is limited, because nucleation of one glassy state from another may be possible up to the Kauzmann transition, beyond which only the lowest free-energy state prevails [4] . But because nucleation gets strongly suppressed with d, the dynamical transition is thought to dominate the slowdown in high d.
Like for critical phenomena, RFOT's MF predictions are expected to be more accurate above an upper critical dimension, shown to be d u = 8 [11, 12] . On finitedimensional lattices, a renormalization group analysis has even found a RFOT-like fixed point [13] , although in certain cases it disappears in low d [14] . Given that these analyses are restricted to abstract models, a key question is whether RFOT provides reliable quantitative predictions for a realistic particle model, at least in large d. This program was initiated soon after the theory's formulation [15] , but is no simple task. The key difficulty is that, while for spin glass models the order parameter for the glass transition is the relatively straightforward local Edwards-Anderson overlap [4] , for particle systems the caging order parameter is a non-trivial function of space, the so-called non-ergodic parameter or its Fourier transform, the van Hove function G s (r, t) [16] . The RFOT formulation for particle-based systems requires a set of integral equations to describe G s (r, t), which is only achieved under poorly controlled approximations and results in non-equivalent treatments in finite d. Most of these formulations, such as density-functional theory (DFT) [15] and replica theory (RT) [6, 7] , can be extended to d → ∞, so if their underlying approximations were truly MF in nature they should provide equivalent and accurate predictions in that limit. Although mode-coupling theory (MCT) was developed independently from RFOT [16] , many have suggested that a dynamical description of the RFOT scenario should result in MCT-like equations [15, 17] . This observation raised the question whether MCT should converge to the cor- rect mean-field description in high d [15] . MCT's results for the glass transition were, however, recently found to be not only asymptotically divergent from DFT's and RT's [18, 19] , but to get increasingly unphysical even in relatively low dimensions [20] . In order to evaluate the MF scenario for the glass transition, we here stringently test these theories against simulation results as a function of d, emphasizing the evolution of the caging order parameter.
Results -Hard sphere fluids are the simplest glass formers with which to compare theoretical prediction, because their structure gets increasingly trivial with d [21, 22] . As a first control, we test MCT's power-law scaling form for the vanishing diffusivity D ∼ (ϕ − ϕ d ) γ when the fluid packing fraction ϕ approaches the dynamical transition at ϕ d . This form fits high-d results well, except for the more sluggish systems in d = 4 ( Fig. 1 ) [23] , and the ϕ d values agree with those obtained from a different procedure [20] . MCT predicts values for ϕ d and γ, however, that are inconsistent with the numerical results, while RT predicts a Kauzmann transition bound ϕ K > ϕ d consistent with the numerical data [20] , but results for γ are still missing [24] .
The caging order parameter at the dynamical transition should offer a clearer picture of what is happening. In the high-d MF limit, the van Hove function is argued to be Gaussian based on the multiplicity of "uncorrelated" caging neighbors and the central-limit theorem. In practice, most implementations of both RT [6, 7] and DFT [15] simply assume a Gaussian form; while MCT predictions have been understood as faulty partly because they do not tend toward one [18] . Belief in the Gaussian form is so anchored that sustained deviations from it were quickly interpreted as dynamical heterogeneity absent from the MF picture [2, 25, 26] . Directly measuring the van Hove function for hard spheres at ϕ d , i.e., once diffusion is fully suppressed, is, however, impossible. In low d, the dynamical transition from the RFOT scenario is avoided, which transforms the arrest into a dynamical crossover and blurs its properties. Although increasing dimensionality resolves this ambiguity, reaching equilibrated configurations near ϕ d is challenging. Annealing more slowly than τ α limits the numerically accessible τ α to those within a few orders of magnitude from the collision time.
To circumvent this difficulty, we examine the systematic development of the caging regime of the mean square displacement (MSD) when approaching the dynamical arrest as d increases. Near ϕ d the MSD develops an inflection between the ballistic and the diffusive regimes, which should plateau at full caging (Fig. 2a) . On a purely phenomenological basis, we describe this intermediate regime by a power law
whose subdiffusive exponent ζ(ϕ) < 1 decreases with increasing ϕ. Under the reasonable assumption that ζ(ϕ) → 0 for ϕ → ϕ d , extrapolating the parametric plot a(ζ) to the limit ζ → 0 gives the cage size A = a(ζ → 0) (Fig. 2c) . This measure is found to remain essentially constant 2dA ≈ 0.027(4) over the d range considered. The MCT description of the intermediate regime is in qualitative, although not quantitative, agreement, and RT's lower bound from caging at ϕ K is respected (Fig. 2d) .
Considering the caging order parameter, rather than the cage size, more directly probes glass formation. We consider the evolution of G s (r, τ MP ) at the logarithmic mid-point τ MP of the intermediate caging regime. This choice has the advantage of correctly extrapolating to the full caging limit at the dynamical arrest, while staying well clear of τ α (Fig. 2b) . The results surprisingly indicate that the cage shape does not tend toward a Gaussian (Fig. 3) . The Gaussian regime in fact shrinks to smaller r with increasing d and ϕ, leaving instead a remarkably fat tail. This result contrasts with the RT and DFT assumptions, and markedly differs from the MCT predictions, whose discrepancy grows worse with d. One may wonder if this pronounced deviation from the expected Gaussian behavior is due to dynamical heterogeneity, and to the growth of an associated dynamical length scale, as has been found in low d [2, 10, [27] [28] [29] . The RFOT scenario and a description based on dynamical facilitation [10, 30, 31] both suggest that such a length scale should be present in all d, but like other critical lengths, the distance (ϕ − ϕ d )/ϕ d from the critical point over which it is felt is expected to shrink with d [11, 12] . The impact of dynamical heterogeneity should thus effectively disappear with increasing d. The van Hove function unambiguously resolves the two processes. We first perform an isoconfigurational study, in which a same initial configuration is randomly assigned series of different random initial momenta [27] , indicating that the individual particle cages are not Gaussian either (Fig. 3b) . If the non-Gaussianity arose from an heterogeneity of the local relaxation on the τ MP scale, then one would expect the individual cages to be Gaussian, which they are not. We then consider the non-Gaussian parameter α 2 (t), which is the kurtosis of G s (r, t) (Fig. 4) . Although α 2 (t) decreases with d for all time regimes, for isodiffusive systems the change is much more pronounced at the peak of α 2 (t) near τ α , where dynamical heterogeneity is maximal, than at the caging mid-point τ MP . These results therefore support the numerical evidence that G s (r, τ MP ) remains non-Gaussian in the MF large d caging regime. Discussion -Our work clarifies the MF scenario of the glass transition and establishes mileposts for assessing current and future theoretical descriptions of the phenomenon. The results suggest that the RFOT scenario qualitatively describes high-dimensional hard spheres, and that non-MF corrections remain small upon decreasing dimension, even below d u . When d increases, the power-law divergence of 1/D near ϕ d is clearly visible; the associated dynamical heterogeneities around τ α meanwhile decrease, making the glass transition a local caging problem describable by MF theory. Yet, contrary to common belief, local caging does not lead to a simple Gaussian caging order parameter.
We find a smooth dimensional dependence of the structural and dynamical properties, which is consistent with what is found in the dynamical facilitation scenario [32] . One might thus wonder whether a smooth d dependence disagrees with the RFOT picture, which is based on an underlying critical phenomenon with an associated upper critical dimension d u = 8 [11, 12] . Yet as in standard critical phenomena, the Landau-Ginzburg criterion indicates that one should be extremely close to the critical point to see deviations from the MF predictions, even below d u . Recent quantitative computations show that the regime where non-MF corrections are present is quite hard to access using numerical simulations in d = 3 [9, 24] , and it is reasonable to argue that it should be even harder to reach with increasing d. The existence of d u is therefore expected to be undetectable unless one is much closer to the critical point than we are here, and our results thus remain qualitatively consistent with the RFOT scenario.
Despite this qualitative agreement, we show that all the concrete implementations of RFOT theory struggle to describe the high d regime, although it should be the easiest. We find that a broad scope of MCT predictions are defective: the predictions for ϕ d , the exponent γ, and the cage shape are not only wrong, but worsen with increasing d. These results reveal the inadequacy of standard MCT as a MF description, challenge some of the deepseated assumptions about glass formation, and strongly call for a revised formulation of a dynamical theory of the RFOT [20] . At the same time, DFT and RT assume from the very beginning a Gaussian form for the cage, which is invalidated by our results. Even if some of the RT results seem consistent with our computations, the theory should also be revised to understand the extent to which a non-Gaussian caging order parameter affects its predictions.
If the RFOT formulation is indeed correct, we expect that theoretical reconsiderations will lead to a resolution of the discrepancy between the MCT and RT/DFT predictions [18, 19] , and ultimately to a consistent description of both the statics and dynamics of glass formers. Given that non-MF corrections seem small even for d < d u , it is even possible that such a complete MF theory could perform quite well in experimentally rele- (5) 9 0.03938 2.10(3) 0.026 (5) vant dimensions. It would therefore provide a productive starting point for a more refined renormalization group analysis [13] that takes into account the role of fluctuations below d u . It would also be interesting to evaluate the high-dimensional robustness of descriptions based on dynamical facilitation [10, 30, 31] . This program seems a promising route for obtaining a more robust and less controversial theory of glasses.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Numerical Simulations
Event-driven molecular dynamics simulations of 8000 hard spheres in dimensions 4 ≤ d ≤ 9 are performed under periodic boundary conditions [20, 33] . Because crystallization in high d is strongly suppressed, access to deeply supersaturated starting configurations can be achieved via the slow compression of a low-density fluid [33, 34] . Between 4 and 8 independent configurations are equilibrated for each packing fraction. Simulations are then run at constant unit temperature k B T for times at least as large as 10/(2dD), where time t is expressed in units of (mσ 2 /k B T ) for particles of unit mass m and unit diameter σ. Even in d = 9 for the densest system studied, the box side is kept greater than 2σ. Because the static and dynamical correlation lengths shrink with d, these system sizes avoid significant finite-size effects, as discussed in [20] .
The average mean-square displacement (MSD)
is obtained from equilibrated starting configurations. At times shorter than the collision time, MSD displays a ballistic regime ∆r 2 (t) = dt 2 , and at long times it has a diffusive regime ∆r 2 (t) = 2dDt. [23] , the full accessible dynamical range studied is used, spanning up to three D decades. Isodiffusive comparisons are made for systems whose ϕ gives 2dD = 0.0008(3). Because γ differs relatively little over the d range studied, choosing isodiffusive systems is roughly equivalent to keeping the distance to the dynamical transition (ϕ−ϕ d )/ϕ d constant. Note that small differences in 2dD can affect some measures, such as the non-smooth evolution with d of the peak near τ α in Fig. 4 .
The cage is described by the self part of the van Hove function
which in the ballistic and diffusive regimes is wellapproximated by a pure Gaussian. The logarithmic caging mid-point τ MP is chosen at the mid-time on a logarithmic scale, intermediate between the ballistic and the diffusive extrapolations of the MSD. The isoconfigurational study of the cage was repeated for 1000 different random initial velocity distributions, in order to obtain a good statistics on the individual cages. The non-Gaussian character of this distribution is canonically described by its kurtosis, or non-Gaussian parameter,
Mode-Coupling Theory
The MCT analysis follows the approach of Refs. [18, 19] , using the Percus-Yevick (PY) structure factor calculated iteratively with a numerical Hankel transformation of order d/2 − 1. The agreement between the structural PY prediction and the numerical results improves with d, so the MCT predictions are not expected to depend on this choice of input. Using the hypernetted chain (HNC) input for the structure factor only worsens the agreement with simulations. The long time limit of the self part of the van Hove function G s (r; t → ∞) is calculated by Fourier transforming the MCT solution of the self part of the non-ergodic parameter f s ( q). The plateau height at the long time limit of the MSD at caging 2dA = lim t→∞ ∆r 2 (t) is calculated through a small wave number analysis of the MCT equation,
